Auditory and visual event-related perturbations in the 40 Hz auditory steady-state response.
The effects of salient auditory and visual 'foreground' stimuli on responses to 'background' probe stimuli were investigated. The foreground stimuli were given at long and aperiodic intervals and required a discriminative judgment. Simultaneously, evoked potentials were obtained in response to background probe auditory stimuli presented in a continuous train at about 40/sec. The 40 Hz steady-state rhythm (SSR) evoked under such conditions was extracted using digital averaging and filtering techniques and examined continuously for evidence of change in latency or amplitude during the period surrounding the foreground stimulus. Within the first 200-300 msec after the onset of an acoustic foreground stimulus the latencies of individual peaks in the rhythm were momentarily reduced by a mean of 5.5 msec. A shift in the 40 Hz rhythm was also seen following visual foreground stimuli, although the shift was about one-third that following acoustic stimuli. A latency shift of comparable magnitude was not produced by deliberate manipulation of intensity or signal-to-noise ratio of the stimuli used to evoke the rhythm. The latency shift response is discussed in terms of a transient period of sensory facilitation during orienting or alerting associated with the foreground stimuli.